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Abstract

Cloud computing enables diverse new application areas for distributed
computing. Many upcoming cloud applications do not fit to simple program-
ming models such as “embarrassing parallelism” but have complex data
dependencies and require atomic operations spanning multiple objects. Some
large-scale storage systems already implement atomic multi-object operations,
but they do not address the complementary problem of efficiently propagating
replica updates. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a
smart replication protocol in the ECRAM in-memory storage, which supports
atomic multi-object operations. The performance analysis shows that the
adaptive mechanism requires much less bandwidth, less memory, and results
in improved application performance and responsiveness.

1. Introduction

The rising popularity of cloud computing is causing a
paradigm shift from stand-alone compute-centric applications
to distributed data-centric applications. Emerging cloud ap-
plications often access large amounts of data using elastic
distributed storage services. On the one hand, cloud applica-
tions have stringent requirements on data accessibility such as
low latency, support for in-place updates and resilience against
failures. On the other hand, application developers do not wish
to trade simplicity of usage in for advanced functionality.

New technologies are being developed to accommodate the
diverging requirements on distributed storage services. The lat-
ter includes low-latency data access as an essential requirement
for large-scale interactive applications. As a consequence, in-
memory storage [1] has been rediscovered as one means to
reduce data access latency [2], [3]. A prominent example
application is Ebay, which runs more than 1,000 memcached
servers to keep about 75% of its data always in RAM.

Distributed transactional memory (DTM) is a promising
development to guarantee strong data consistency in the face
of concurrent data updates [4]. Our prototype ECRAM 1

implements a distributed in-memory storage providing weak
and strong consistency models, including a DTM [5].

Another important aspect is reliability, which must be
addressed by data replication to mask network and node fail-
ures [6], [7]. However, to enforce consistency, high availability
and partition tolerance in equal measure has been proven to
be impossible [8]. In addition, the tradeoff between strong
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1. ECRAM is an acronym for Elastic Cooperative Random-Access Memory.

consistency and low access latency complicates the communi-
cation between application and storage service [9]. Specifying
the availability and consistency requirements for every data
access is very cumbersome for application developers. Storage
services must therefore implement smart and adaptive features
to facilitate the development of scalable applications.

This paper contributes to the research topic of adaptive repli-
cation for update-anywhere in-memory storage systems. We
have implemented and evaluated a smart replication protocol
in the distributed in-memory storage service ECRAM. Smart
replication tries to predict future object accesses by monitoring
access patterns and switching dynamically between update and
invalidation protocols. The evaluation of our implementation
using several distributed applications and a MapReduce frame-
work demonstrates that smart replication increases perfor-
mance and reduces memory as well as bandwidth requirements
compared to dumb invalidation and update protocols.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of ECRAM’s architecture. Section 3 details the
proposed smart replication protocol. Section 4 evaluates the
execution time and resource consumption of applications and
microbenchmarks comparing three replication protocols. Sec-
tion 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. The ECRAM In-memory Storage

A distributed in-memory storage service can improve scala-
bility by reducing data access latencies and by providing weak
consistency models. To this end, multi-version concurrency
control (MVCC) [10] enhances the flexibility of storage ser-
vices. For example, MVCC allows to access older versions of
objects that are compatible with a consistent snapshot. The
distributed in-memory storage service ECRAM uses multi-
version concurrency control to replicate objects. All nodes
participating in an instance of the ECRAM storage service
can access every object that exists in the instance, regardless
of which node manages the object.

In the following subsections, we sketch ECRAM’s metadata
and version management, and we present the generic object
replication mechanism that forms the basis of the three repli-
cation protocols under comparison.
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Figure 1. Consistency and Replication in ECRAM

2.1. Partitioned Metadata

In order to accommodate the requirements of memory-
intensive cloud applications, a distributed storage service must
scale well in the number and size of stored objects. On the one
hand, a single node can hardly manage the metadata for all
distributed objects. On the other hand, distribution of metadata
impacts common operations such as object creation, search and
update protocols.

ECRAM takes a region-based approach for metadata man-
agement similar to Dynamo [7] and PNUTS [11]. At any point
in time, an object identifier (OID) is assigned to exactly one
manager node that serializes accesses to the object’s meta-
data. Managing OIDs in power-of-two regions helps avoid
fragmentation and foster locality.

For dynamic load distribution, ECRAM’s storage manage-
ment can relocate regions to neighboring nodes. A key-based
routing mechanism enables nodes to retrieve metadata of
unknown objects in an efficient and fault-tolerant manner. The
routing ensures that each message concerning object metadata
reaches the object’s manager node over a number of hops that
is less than the logarithm of the number of participating nodes.

In contrast to a DHT [12], the storage service supports
altering of objects under strong consistency guarantees. Instead
of using hashing to derive node identifiers (NIDs) from OIDs,
the OID allocator creates 4 KB large base objects in the 64-
bit OID space. For applications that require large objects, the
allocator aggregates base objects. Applications that work with
small objects can suballocate them inside the base objects.

2.2. Version Management

The ECRAM storage service was designed to decouple
replica coherency from storage consistency. In agreement with
Antoniu et al. [13], the decoupled design aims at improving
the fault tolerance and simplifying the design of the storage
system. Version identifiers (VIDs) connect object replication
logic with the consistency module, as shown in Figure 1.
In our implementation, VIDs are 64 bit wide integers. The
convention of allocating VIDs in ascending order simplifies
version comparison and retrieval.
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Figure 2. Replica Distribution in ECRAM

2.3. Object Replication

We call a specific version of an object that is physically
available at one node an object replica. Nodes use the con-
catenation of OID and VID to uniquely address a replica.

The consistency module keeps track of valid VIDs, such
that replicas requests can always use the key-based routing
mechanism to access object metadata. By caching metadata in
the replication subsystem, ECRAM takes advantage of access
locality and the high read/write ratio for metadata accesses.
A replica placeholder stores a replica’s metadata, but does
not contain the payload data. During an access to an object
version that has a local replica placeholder (see Figure 2), the
replication subsystem converts the placeholder to a full replica
and directly requests the payload data from the manager node,
which is stored in the placeholder.

The replication module distinguishes three types of replicas:
primary, secondary and backup replicas. For each version
of an object, there exists exactly one primary replica. The
primary replica is usually stored on the creator of a version,
not necessarily on the manager. However, if that node fails, a
replacement node takes over the primary replica.

To make a version accessible on other nodes than the
creator, the replication subsystem creates secondary replicas.
A node accessing an object triggers the creation of secondary
replicas if it doesn’t yet have a compatible version locally.
Furthermore, the creator or another node can actively spawn a
secondary replica by sending the version to a peer node using
an update replication protocol.

In contrast to primary and secondary replicas, backup repli-
cas must not be accessed during normal operation. The creator
spawns backup replica if he wishes to avoid the version being
accessible at other nodes than himself, for example to enable
local validation (see Subsection 2.5). Backup replicas help
recover the storage lost due to a failing node. To increase
the reliability of the distributed storage, a creator should
always spawn at least two replicas, either secondary or backup
replicas.

2.4. Dynamic Consistency

Our experiences with a number of distributed applications
have convinced us to provide dynamically adjustable con-
sistency instead of tying each object permanently to one
consistency model. The dynamic binding allows an application



to specify during run-time which degree of consistency it
needs for data-race free execution. Allowing the programmer
to vary consistency requirements can cause unexpected be-
havior if used carelessly, but we think the benefits for skilled
programmers outweigh this potential drawback. Currently,
ECRAM supports transactional consistency and lazy release
consistency [14].

Transactional consistency enables atomic operation on more
than one object at once. ECRAM executes transactions specu-
latively in the sense of distributed transactional memory [15]–
[17]. The storage service validates each transaction to ensure
the serializability of concurrent transactions. If an object
accessed by the validating transaction has been modified in the
meantime, the transaction has misspeculated about the object’s
state, such that the storage service restarts the transaction from
its beginning. ECRAM is implemented as a shared library in
the application address space, such that the restart is virtually
transparent for the application. A valid transaction commits
its changes by sending a commit notification to its peers.
Transactional consistency guarantees a strictly consistent view
of the whole storage state, represented by a single version
number. Given that the high amount of communication limits
the scalability of transactional storage, we have implemented a
number of optimizations and optional consistency weakenings
such as local validation, which we will discuss below. In its
current implementation, ECRAM uses a distinguished node
to serialize validation of transactions which allows a high
transaction throughput [18], [19]

Lazy release consistency has internal workings similar to
transactional consistency, except that it does not rollback states
and it does not enforce the existence of a consistent snapshot.
Applications can see outdated values unless they enforce
synchronization using the sync operation, and lost updates can
also occur.

2.5. Support for Local Commits

Transactions that do not modify replicated objects allow
for an optimized validation and commit process. In case a
transaction has modified only objects that are not replicated at
other nodes, it can commit the changes locally without needing
to communicate with any other node. A high rate of local
commits improves the storage’s scalability. Local commits
require collaboration of validation logic and replication over
an appropriate interface.

In order to check if a local commit is possible, the repli-
cation module must provide the information whether specific
object versions have been replicated or not for the validation
module. To ensure fault tolerance despite non-replicated ob-
jects, the check ignores the backup replicas, which are not
accessible during fault-free execution. The consistency module
must ensure that the object versions are not being sent to
other nodes while it is checking the replication state of all
modified objects. Disabling the sending of replicas requires
inter-module locking, which is generally not desired but in
this case unavoidable.

In case a local commit is admissible, the commit procedure
updates the data of the modified objects. The local commit
needs not to change the VID, because the version has not
been accessed yet by another node.

3. Smart Replication

Smart replication aims at minimizing object access times
by proactively sending object updates to interested nodes
while at the same time avoiding unnecessary update transfers.
Before describing the smart replication protocol, we discuss
the benefits and drawbacks of the basic invalidate and update
replication protocols.

3.1. Streaming Updates Versus Invalidates

Whenever a node creates a new version, it must notify
its peers about the change by sending either an update or
an invalidation message. An update creates a replica at the
remote node, whereas an invalidation creates a replica place-
holder. Transactional consistency transmits the information
about changed objects as part of the commit notifications,
whereas lazy release consistency uses the sync messages for
this purpose.

A pure update replication protocol makes the new versions
almost instantly available at the remote nodes. However, pure
update replication results in a high overhead for network
bandwidth and storage requirement. For the majority of appli-
cations, nodes will never access the replicas they have received
with a high probability.

In contrast, a pure invalidation protocol stores all created
version initially only at the creator. The invalidation messages
do not contain the payload data, such that they require less
bandwidth compared to update messages. The drawback of
the invalidation protocol is that it causes frequent blocking
when accessing remote replicas. Every time a node accesses
an object that has been modified by a peer node, it needs to
request the replica using synchronous communication.

Obviously, a smart replication protocol can exploit the
tradeoffs between invalidate and update protocol. For most
applications, object access patterns are rather complex, such
that a static decision about the number and location of replicas
to create does not achieve optimal performance. The storage
must be able to adapt to changing access patterns on a per-
object basis. A prediction of future object accesses is often
more precise if the past access patterns are known. Therefore,
our smart replication protocol monitors object accesses to keep
track of which node accesses which objects.

3.2. Access Monitoring

The monitoring solution we propose executes on each
node and records object accesses from remote nodes to local
objects. We have implemented an access monitor that maps
OIDs to lists of associated NIDs using a local hashtable.
The fast object lookup in O(1) allows efficient computation



of which objects shall be sent as updates to which nodes.
The distributed access monitors are empty after startup of the
ECRAM system, and they are not synchronized between nodes
during execution, thus they do not require global sharing of
replication information.

Each node requesting an object o from a remote node will
be added to the node list of object o in the access monitor of
the remote node, if not contained yet. Each node entry has an
access counter, which is incremented for each remote access
and is used to determine which remote nodes will get an update
if object o is modified by a transaction of the monitoring
node. Remote accesses are registered when receiving commit
notifications or sync messages from remote nodes.

Given that access patterns change over time, we have im-
plemented an aging scheme for node entries. All node entries
are periodically recomputed by an aging routine running in
a preconfigured time interval, which is dynamically adapted
depending on the number of objects stored in the access
monitor. If the access monitor is highly populated, the aging
routine is executed more often, resulting in fast decreasing
access counters. If the monitor is filled only moderately, the
recomputation executes in larger time intervals.

The aging routine decreases all access counters by the sum
of all object accesses since the last aging run divided by
the number of object elements stored in the access monitor.
To ensure progress of aging counters, the routine enforces a
minimum aging step of one.

The boundaries of the interval are principally characterized
through the application behaviors. Rarely accessing many
objects leads to reaching the lower bound and analogically,
using few objects frequently results in reaching the upper
one. If the lower bound is too low, every single object will
be removed. Whereas if the upper bound is too high, the
algorithm will not respond quickly enough on changing access
pattern. We determined experimentally that an interval range
from 0.5s to 2.5s is a good choice.

By deleting unnecessary node and object entries we reduce
the overhead of smart replication.

ECRAM also allows the programmer to give explicit repli-
cation hints during object allocation, which is useful if access
patterns are known in advance, as we will detail in Section 4.
First, the creator of an object can request to always get updates
for this object. Second, the validating node can be specified
to get all updates for certain objects. Third, an update-only
protocol can be defined, meaning that nodes will always
receive updates for the object.

These replication hints are stored in the access monitors
and can be changed or switched off during runtime by the
program. Furthermore, these entries are marked in order to
prevent the aging routine from deleting them from the access
monitor. They will however be deleted when the object itself
is deleted. The latter is propagated to other nodes in order
to allow them to detect object removals and to remove such
objects from their local access monitor.

Object 0x01
Object 0x11

Access Monitor Node-Id: 0011 Counter: 5
Object 0x01

Node-Id: 0100 Counter: 0

Write Object 0x01, New Version: 16
Read Object 0x10

New Transaction

X X
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0010 0011 0100

Figure 3. Example - Access Monitor

3.3. Integration with the Commit Protocol

As mentioned in Section 2.4, ECRAM uses a dedicated
node for validating transactions. All nodes are sending commit
requests including their read- and write-set to the coordinator,
which validates the transaction and replies with an OK or
Abort message. Furthermore, the coordinator sends a commit
notification to all ECRAM nodes including the write set, only.
Nodes perform a local on-the-fly validation of any locally
running transactions when they receive a commit notification
avoiding remote validations of transactions doomed to fail.

We have extended the existing invalidation-only replication
protocol to support smart replication. Each node still sends
its commit requests to the coordinator, which is in charge of
validating transactions. However, the coordinator cannot know
which nodes get updates and which get invalidates, therefore
it leaves sending commit notifications to the requesting node.
After having received an OK from the coordinator, a node
sends out object updates using the access monitor. For each
object in the write set, it checks whether it is registered within
the access monitor and if yes it sends updates to all nodes
in the node list. Updates are sent using separate network
packets, as the write set of transactions is unbound. Nodes
receiving updates store them in their local replica manager;
local access for the time being prohibited. After the update
phase is finished, the node sends out commit notifications to all
other nodes that in turn process a local validation and replica
managers grant access to any previously received updates.

The distributed commit notification approach relieves the
coordinator from sending out many network packets for all
transactions in the global system. Furthermore, this approach
also allows a committing node to send updates before the
commit notification, such that a invalidated transaction will
have an up-to-date copy in place after restart. In addition,
this ordering guarantees that no replica is requested that is
scheduled to be sent as an update, because the update arrives
before the node knows the existence of given version.

Finally, the coordinator can have two roles and can also



participate as a worker node. In that case ECRAM can be
configured to send replica updates with the validation request
to the coordinator, which optimizes execution times for some
applications, see Section 4.

3.4. Delta Encoding of Replica Updates

Smart replication uses delta encoding to reduce the network
bandwidth requirements for sending updates. The idea is to
send not whole 4 KB memory pages but only changes within
pages. We divide 4 KB memory pages into 16 byte chunks. An
8-byte bitmap header describes which chunks are contained in
a delta update. For applying delta chunks, a node obviously
needs also a full copy of the referring memory page.

If there is just one node updating an object, which is read by
one or more other nodes, all the readers will have a full copy
of the related memory page before they receive any deltas.
In order to get delta updates they need to be inserted in the
access monitor of the writing node, which implies they send
read requests to the writer. The writing node switches to pro-
active updates only after it has detected contiguous interest of
another node in specific objects. This will ensure that these
nodes will have received at least one or more full copies of
the related memory page and will allow them to process any
later received delta updates.

If two or more nodes are updating an object, the access
monitor must mark entries for objects that have been updated
by a remote node, because it cannot know whether the remote
access monitor has sent updates to the same nodes. Making
this information available to all nodes would be too costly. If
a node writes an object that has previously been modified by
another node, it will check for marked entries in its access
monitor and send full copies for marked nodes and remove
the marker. If the next update is performed on the same node
it will start again sending diffs, only.

3.5. Deleting Obsolete Replicas

Nodes can store different versions of replicas, but some
versions might be obsolete and should be deleted to save
physical memory. Furthermore, keeping many useless replicas
slows down application execution, because the time to search
specific object-versions increases linearly with the number of
replicas per objects. In order to preserve a consistent state,
we need to know the oldest transaction number that could
be running on some node. Therefore, each node records the
commit numbers of commit notifications from each node
in an array. The minimum of this array and the current
local transaction version, called base version, is the minimal
version number. All replicas with older version numbers can
be deleted, see Figure 4. This is only a heuristic lower bound
as all nodes could already execute transactions with higher
numbers.

If a node is waiting in a barrier and does not execute
transactions for a while, it will lag behind with committing

Base Version: 06
Last committed TA: 05

Base Version: 05
Last committed TA: 04

Base Version: 08
Last committed TA: 07

Min-Base-Version: 
min(07, 04, 06) = 04

Min-Base-Version: 
min(07, 05, 05) = 05

Min-Base-Version: 
min(08, 04, 05) = 04

State: 
Operating (Conflict!)

State: 
Waiting

State: 
Operating

0001 0010 0011

Figure 4. Example - Base Versions

transactions. Although the base version is incremented pe-
riodically, other nodes are unaware of the progressing base
version and their replica lists might get overfilled. We solve
this situation by sending empty commit notifications with
the current base version to other nodes after a 100ms time
interval. Additionally, the same approach is used for frequently
restarting transactions which cannot commit because of con-
flicts. Sending empty commit notifications is mandatory to
avoid running out of memory as we have observed during
our experiments, see Section 4.

Each node uses its access monitor to delete replicas, which
are not of interest for its own transactions. When running low
on physical memory a node can delete any replica version.
However, in order to preserve availability we do always keep
at least two backup replicas (see Section 2) and the original
object. Backup replicas can only be deleted by the manager of
an object, which needs to be contacted by nodes wanting to
delete backup replicas. This will allow the manager to migrate
backups before acknowledging the delete request for a backup
replica.

4. Evaluation

In this section we present the evaluation of the proposed
smart replication approach in comparison to invalidate-only
and update-only replication schemes. All measurements were
performed on two clusters. The older cluster has 32 nodes each
with one dual core CPU (AMD Opteron 244/AMD Opteron
246) and 2 GB RAM. The newer cluster has 8 nodes with
quad core CPUS (AMD Opteron 4122) and 8 GB RAM. Both
clusters use a switched Gigabit Ethernet network and all nodes
are running Debian 6.0.5 with kernel 2.6.32-5-amd64. In the
following text we refer to the old cluster using the acronym
cluster32x2 and cluster8x8 for the newer one respectively. All
experiments have been repeated five times and we present the
arithmetic average mean numbers.

For the evaluation we have used three applications (kmeans,
real-time ray-tracing, and labyrinth) and a microbenchmark
providing diverse access patterns. Kmeans and ray tracing are
executed on top of the extended MapReduce framework of
ECRAM [5]. Furthermore labyrinth and kmeans are based on
STAMP [20].
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4.1. Kmeans

Kmeans is a clustering method used in data mining. It aims
at partitioning n observations into k clusters, in which each ob-
servation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean (cluster
center), see Figure 15 (Appendix). The initial cluster centers
are set randomly after loading the input data containing the
positions of all points. All worker nodes recalculate the center
positions (redistribution) to decrease the mean distance and the
master node calculates the sum of the position adjustments of
the current run. This will be repeated until the delta is constant
(could also be limited by a predefined number of iterations).

The input file for the cluster8x8 contains 1,000,000 points in
a three dimensional space with 16 cluster centers. Because of
insufficient memory the cluster32x2 can be used with 500,000
input points, only. Because the latter allows no further insight
we have included only the results of the cluster8x8.

Update-only replication does not scale well, because too
much irrelevant data is sent. All nodes receive all changes,
but only a subset of them is necessary. Smart replication
reduces runtime and sent data as shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6 but there is one phenomenon with increasing number
of nodes. With smart replication every new replica of an object
is distributed as long as it is accessed frequently by some node.
If transactions are very short, some updates may be skipped
because they arrive too late. Thus not every replica is necessary
and there is some overhead in comparison to invalidate-only
replication.

Delta encoding reduces the amount of data sent because
only cluster center positions change. Sending updates with the
validation requests to the master node is helpful because the
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master needs all cluster center positions to calculate deltas.

4.2. Real-time Ray-tracing

This application provides real-time ray-tracing for dynamic
scenes. We have used a rather rudimentary scene with one
bouncing sphere but more complex scenes would increase run-
time without allowing new insights concerning the replication
mechanisms.

The master node allocates memory for one image frame
and splits the image in n parts, one for each worker. After
all workers have completed their part the master node copies
the frame into local memory and displays the full frame. The
bouncing sphere’s coordinates are adjusted and then workers
calculate the next frame. The resolution increases linearly with
the number of nodes: #pixels = 1920 · 1080 ·#nodes. When
using smart replication we have set the programmer hint to
send updates always to the master, which is natural for this
application.

Worker nodes begin sending updates as soon as they have
completed their calculation when using update-only or smart
replication. However, update-only replication will sent updates
to all nodes but only the master needs them. We have used
the static hint to send updates to the master, because the
master accesses many configuration and coordination objects
for every frame but only once the image. Thus the evaluation
would delete the image entries in all access monitors since the
evaluation concentrates on the quantity of accesses.

Figure 7 shows that runtime increases with the number
of nodes which is caused by the increasing image size but
smart replication outperforms the other replication approaches,
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especially for larger image sizes. Figure 8 shows the time the
master needs to copy the parts of a frame to a local buffer.
When using an invalidate-only replication approach this is
very time consuming because this will include step-by-step
transfer of related objects from remote nodes. For update-
only and smart replication the server has all data already in
place. Finally, Figure 9 shows sent data, which is (as expected)
worst for update-only and almost the same for invalidate-only
and smart replication. Invalidate-only replication sends the
same data but also in addition the request packets. Transaction
conflicts are not an issue here for all replication mechanisms,
because data is aligned to avoid any conflicts.

Delta encoding is not helpful in this application but sending
updates with validation requests to the master allows the latter
to access the next image frame parts as soon as possible.

4.3. Maximum Parallelism

We have developed a microbenchmark for evaluating the
distributed commit notifications and the delta encoding in case
of maximum parallelism (MaxP).

The MaxP benchmark runs one loop with 10,000 iterations
on each node where each iteration is executed as one transac-
tion incrementing a counter variable. Variables are carefully
allocated avoiding false transaction conflicts, which allows
maximum parallelism. Nevertheless, MaxP requires a high
transaction throughput because all transactions are very short
(shorter than typical transactions).

With update-only replication every node receives all up-
dates of all counter variables, although not needed. So smart
replication outperforms as expected the update-only replication
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approach, see Figure 10. Distributed commit notifications used
by smart replication relieve the master from sending out
all commits like done for invalidate-only replication which
explains why smart replication outperforms an invalidate-only
approach, see Figure 10 and Figure 11.

4.4. Labyrinth

Labyrinth is an application for finding routes in a maze
using the lee algorithm with breadth-first search (also used in
electronic design automation). All nodes calculate paths in a
shared grid for given source and destination points. The latter
are read from an input file and stored as jobs in a shared
queue. We have used following grid size: 1024*1024*16 and
256 paths to be routed.

Labyrinth has a large read set during the wave expansion
phase, see Figure 15 (Appendix). The backtrace phase will
then write back the route into the shared grid, which may cause
conflicts with transactions that have routed paths crossing the
one to be written into the shared grid. In that case conflict-
ing transactions will aborted and restart from the beginning.
Obviously, labyrinth is a non-trivial application, which has a
considerable conflict probability when using transaction, see
also LeeTM in [21]. Smart replication has introduced snapshot
isolation for ECRAM which is not supported by invalidate-
only replication.

Figures 12 and 13 show that labyrinth scales well with all
input files when smart replication is used and larger grids
scale even better, as expected because of the reduced conflict
probability for routes. Invalidate-only replication has severe
scalability problems because of its huge read set caused by
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the wave expansion. The latter is no problem when using
smart replication because snapshot isolation avoids unnec-
essary transaction aborts caused by routes written by other
transactions in the shared grid. But of course conflicts can still
occur during the backtrace phase as described above. However,
this is not always the case as shown by the measurement
results. The dominating optimization introduced by smart
replication for labyrinth is snapshot isolation. Delta encoding,
distributed commit notifications etc. have no evidential impact
on runtime and scalability.

5. Related Work

The most related work to ours is the research by Dash and
Demsky on caching and prefetching techniques for DTM [22],
[23]. In the same manner as ECRAM, the described multi-
version DTM supports transparent restart and rollback of
local variables, and it distinguishes authorative, cached, and
transaction-local replicas. Prefetching is controlled by the
application using static hint expressions, similar to the code
annotations we discussed in Subsection 3.2. In contrast to
our proposal of adaptive replication, replication activity is
configured statically in the application code. The only dynamic
optimization is to disable useless prefetching sites. Dash and
Demsky also present two techniques to evict old replicas.
A committing transaction invalidates objects using unreliable
asynchronous messages. In addition, a cache that is nearly
filled purges old objects. These simple mechanisms run the
risk of discarding an object either too early or too late.

The ClusterSTM system is similar to ECRAM in the in-
terface and implementation of a DTM [16]. It also separates
replication from transaction management, as discussed in Sub-
section 2.2. However, ClusterSTM does not replicate objects
at all, but leaves caching to the application programmer. The
non-caching approach allows to combine ClusterSTM with
diverse application-level caching strategies but cannot benefit
from synergies such as fast local reads and local validations,
see Subsection 2.5.

Other distributed storages supporting transactions take static
approaches to replication. Sinfonia leaves the placement and
distribution of data to the application programmer [24]. The
transactional cache TxCache stores results of computations on
behalf of the programmer [25]. The Ballistic DTM protocol

proposed by Herlihy and Sun does not replicate objects but
moves objects to the nodes that wants to write to them. The
Hyder transactional storage even replicates non-committed,
possibly invalid changes to all other nodes, a strategy that
makes its performance very sensitive to the conflict rate of
optimistic transactions [26].

The Polycert protocol by Couceiro et al. [27] focuses
on another aspect of replication in DTM: the consensus of
nodes on intended transactions. The protocol selects adaptively
among several atomic broadcast based certification protocols.
The certification strategy is orthogonal to the smart data
replication we propose.

TinySTM is a non-distributed STM that does not replicate
objects, such that both access strategies, write-through and
write-back, work on a single copy [28]. However, TinySTM
optimizes the performance dynamically by adjusting the hash
function used to associate objects and locks, the number of
locks and the hierarchical locking configuration.

Most replicating large-scale storage systems such as
GFS [6], Bigtable [29] and Percolator [30] create a limited
number of replicas at fixed locations to improve fault tol-
erance. The RAMClouds project argues that replication to
increase performance is too complex and does not pay off
for servers connected over fast local network, so it replicates
only to increase durability and availability of data [2]. Our
evaluation of ECRAM’s smart replication does not back up
this assumption.

The Cassandra storage system [31] partitions the object
space in a stable manner despite node churn using consistent
hashing with an order-preserving hash function. To achieve
availability and durability, Cassandra implements several repli-
cation strategies. The basic strategy replicates each object to
its coordinator’s successors on the logical node ring. More
advanced strategies add preference lists for rack-awareness and
datacenter-awareness. The version of ECRAM we describe in
this paper makes replication decisions based on access statis-
tics, not on logical or physical closeness, because it focuses
on performance rather than reliability. Extending ECRAM’s
replication strategy to take preference lists into account is
straightforward.

6. Conclusion

We have presented the design and implementation of a
novel smart replication protocol for the distributed in-memory
storage ECRAM. Smart replication bases its dynamic deci-
sions whether to update or to invalidate an object on object
access monitoring with fine granularity. Furthermore, we have
implemented optimizations such as local commits and delta
encoding in the ECRAM storage. The performance analysis
of our implementation shows that the adaptive mechanism
requires much less bandwidth, less memory, and results in
improved application performance and responsiveness. Our
future research will concentrate on improving the prediction
accuracy of the smart replication protocol and we also plan to



analyze theoretically the optimal performance of a replicating
storage.
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